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ZLATARSKI ZLATNIK HOTEL ZLATAR MOUNTAIN  
 
Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel is family run, newly built hotel on Zlatar Mountainin West Serbia which features 
boutique style, very much wanted and appreciated in the world. The Hotel of Zlatarski zlatnik on Zlatar 
Mountain /the Golden coin of Zlatar Mountain/ belongs to the famous basket ball player Željko Topalović, the 
former player of Red Star and the golden team of Budućnost from Podgorica. Basketball player Zeljko Topalovic 
managed to turn successes of his rich sport career into the new value asset, which is very significant for the 
economic development of the area of his origin along the principles he always performed in sport, and now are 
deeply implemented in his life – work, order and discipline, and paying attention to the slightest details. 
The Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel is the best hotel on Zlatar Mountain and one of the best in Southwest Serbia, at the 
elevation of 1200 meters. The Zlatarski zlatnik is set at the point of Babića brdo, the most beautiful location of the 
Zlatar Mountain, only 600 meters from the ski run, providing variety of outdoor activities throughout the year - 
available the trim health trail, sport grounds and children playground with the Adventure Park. The Zlatarski 
zlatnik Hotel in Zlatar Mountain is set in the heart of the splendor thick beech and pine forests of invigorating 
Zlatar Mountain, rich in clean beneficial mountainous air with ozone and turpentine. The Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel is 
comfortable tourist 4 class facility of highest standards and refined features /quality of 4 stars/, with capacity of 
55 beds in 25 nicely appointed rooms, which provides excellent conditions for a full-retreat destination in 
southwest Serbia to visitors of various profiles and interests, and surely to all who seek natural oasis for 
invigorating vacations or curing and rehabilitation. 
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The Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel on Zlatar Mountain covers 1.900 sq m and contains various amenities aimed to 
comfortable stay and benefits of the almost unknown Zlatar Mountain, while the modern and luxury wellness 
center is to be completed soon. Accommodation in the Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel is provided in 55 beds in total of 
25 impeccably clean double-twin rooms with king-size beds or separate beds, family rooms and apartments, 
equipped with massive wooden furniture, internet and linen of natural origin. Rooms of the Zlatarski zlatnik 
Hotel on Zlatar Mountain are designed with comfortable wooden furniture and beds, equipped with phone, 
LCD SAT TV, central heating, pleasant spacious bathrooms with hair dryer. Most of bedrooms of the Zlatarski 
zlatnik Hotel on Zlatar Mountain feature terrace with magnificent view to the gorgeous, fresh and well 
preserved natural environment of Zlatar Mountain. Each piece of furniture of the Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel, from 
beds to chairs, come from the original vision and personal manufacture of Željko’s hands. When he was 
basketball player, Željko Topalović did not know any craft, but has learned much and succeeded various skills, 
from the carpentry to the ceramist, once he faced the challenge to built his comfortable hotel by his own 
hands. Additional amenities of the Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel are spacious restaurant and bar with 130 seats, fully 
equipped meeting room for up to 100 delegates and the open terrace, which is the favorite place for guests 
staying in this wonderful area. The hotel Restaurant makes very suitable venue for various memorable events, 
weddings and celebrations. In the restaurant of the Zlatarski Zlatnik Hotel are served finest specialties of the 
Serbian and local cuisines, prepared of locally grown fresh produces, as well as the refined choice of 
international food and drinks, that totally fulfill tastes and wishes of visitors. 
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Zlatar Mountain is situtated some 260 km south of Belgrade, 60 km away from Uzice, about 310 km south of Novi 
Sad and about 190 km away from Podgorica and about 200 km from Sarajevo…. Guests staying here have 3 ski 
runs at their disposal, as slopes of Zlatar Mountain are very suitable for the winter sports – ski run by the 
Panorama Hotel, 800 meters long, with ski lift of 420 meters, ski run “Briježđa” or 1000 meters, with 4-seater 
cable car and the children ski run, by the Centar Hotel. There is ski rental service and ski school, while in summer 
visitors of Zlatar Mountain enjoy in the trim foot paths, sport grounds and the children playground, as well as 
numerous benefits of the wonderful nature and well preserved cultural heritage. Special advantage and joy make 
visit to the Uvac Special Nature Reserve, the largest natural habitat of griffin vulture in the Balkans, of this rare 
and protected predator bird. The Uvac Reserve is the eco- zone of Serbia and attracts numerous visitors thanks to 
interesting scenery and beautiful landscapes, clear waters of lakes rich in fish, rafting offer and photo safari.  
 

      
Along with premium health and natural advantages of the Zlatar Mountain, visitors are strongly recommended to 
visit nearby cultural and tourist attractions and manifestations – Dubnica Monastery, Mileševa Monastery, log 
churches in Kućani and Radijevići village, sirijada – the Cheese Festival, Wolf chase, Days of organic buckwheat 
production, workshop of old crafts and handwork of the “Stari zanati za novo doba” type, FANTASTIC Brass 
Orchestra of Ivan Djenadic ….  
The rural tourist households in close proximity are very interesting, as they are particular keepers of 
wellpreserved customs and heritage, proudly preserving benefits and secrets of the highlanders culture and 
vitality – old Vlach village of Štitkovo, traditional households which successfully provide tourist services, 
producers of authentic products with geographic origin of Zlatar Mountain – Zlatar Cheese, buckwheat pie, 
organic homemade juices, natural honey, medical teas and balms…. 
Zlatar Mountain is rightfully air spa and often regarded as the “Epicenter of Health Energy”. All ecologic 
characteristics of the Zlatar mountain perform its name – the golden mountain : flowering meadows rich in 
medicinal herbs, crystal emerald-green lakes surrounded by pine and birch forests, the harmony of the 
Mediterranean and mountainous climate, numerous sunny days /over 2000 sunny hours per year/, fresh 
mountain air rich in turpentine and ozone, spectacular endless views… Zlatar Mountain is destination of health 
nature, waters and food, which make local population among the healthiest in the planet, greatly improve 
health condition of visitors and provide ill patients healing effects. Protected natural species – griffin vulture, 
rare species of butterflies and endemic plants survive here thanks to preserved and healthy natural 
environment of the Zlatar Mountain. A most modern Adventure Park was opened recently in front of the 
Panorama Hotel, next to the Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel. It provides visitors of Zlatar Mountain lots of fun, while 
overcoming the obstacles, crossing from one to another pine tree, and “flying” along the safe-ropes from one 
part of the forest to another! 

10-days package – Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel /double occupancy/ : 685 EUR per person  
Included : luxurious accommodation in Zlatarski zlatnik Hotel with buffet breakfast and dinner, local tax, 
outdoor activities conducted by professional ski instructors, Adventure park visit, sport terrains and hiking trim 
trail; Car/Van/bus Transportation Belgrade-Zlatar-Belgrade; Single supplement : 160 EUR;  
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LOGOS HOTEL KATICI VILLAGE IVANJICA /Central Serbia/ 
The „Logos“ Hotel /3*/ is located in beautiful Katici village in Central-west Serbia, in pure nature, at the 
altitude of 1000 meters, 25 km west of Ivanjica, entirely surrounded by the rich beneficiary coniferous 
vegetation and pine trees. The Logos Hotel in Katici village has been recently fully refurbished to provide 
visitors great nature-friendly holidays with invigorating and rejuvenating effects, right in the fresh mountainous 
air. Accommodation capacity of the Logos Hotel is 70 beds in comfortable double, tree-bed rooms and 
apartments in wooden chalets. All rooms of the Logos Hotel are pleasantly furnished with wooden furniture 
and equipped with phone and comfortable bathrooms with hydro-massage baths. Guests staying at the Logos 
Hotel in Katici village enjoy numerous amenities : restaurant with 60 seats serving delicious homemade food, 
large restaurant with capacity of 180 seats /that could easily be turned into the meeting room/, mini Spa 
Center with 2 saunas, Jacuzzi baths, massage lounge, outdoor pool with sun umbrellas and lazy chairs, table-
tennis room, discotheque with karaoke equipment, children play-room.  
In the thick forest which surrounds the Logos Hotel, there is the complex of comfortable wooden chalets to rent, 
which makes total accommodation capacity of some 62 beds and provides excellent conditions for wonderful 
vacations throughout the year. The Katici village tourist complex consists of several nicely appointed wooden 
chalets with 4 beds /+1 bed/ and 4 spacious chalets suitable for families /with 6 – 8 beds/ pleasantly equipped in 
natural materials, each with facilities, kitchen, terraces overlooking the pine forest, dinning room, some with fire 
place, that all provide relaxed vacations for visitors looking for true relief in the pure natural environment. Special 
advantage is self-cooking and barbecue option in traditional style within the broad yard full of flowers surrounded 
by pine trees /in open grill, ceramic pottery/ for all keen to try the unique Serbian flavors. Delicious organic food 
prepared from locally grown produces by the owners is served, to meet all tastes and needs. Here they serve 
homemade cheese, kaymak, smoked ham, corn bread, gibanitza – cheese pie, roasted lamb or beef with potato, 
cabbage casserole, fresh or pickled salads, original sweets… This property is awarded with Tourist Flower prize 
and numerous highest prizes due to supreme excellence in services and unique hospitality.  
Nearby, around 10 km from the Logos Hotel in Katici village there are numerous sport grounds and hiking trails 
leading to the magnificent Mucanj Mountain summit, 1543 meters, the largest peak of the Zlatibor Mt range, 
and Češalj and Kukutnica peaks, which provide extraordinary hiking trails for full day hikes. Owners of the 
Logos Hotel and the wooden chalets tourist complex provide packed lunch for visitors who want to spend the 
entire day in the pure nature. Katici village is known for its beautiful yards and gardens, as well as for the 
particular roofs of houses covered by the famous „Mace“ stone of outstanding dark-blue color, high quality and 
long-term duration /over 200 years/, that locals dig from nearby stone-mine in tiny Mace village. In 2000 Katici 
village was proclaimed the Air-spa thanks to its tremendous invigorating and natural features, specially suitable 
for anemia and blood diseases, what is the best invitation for spending your memorable holidays right in this 
divine place. 

10-days package – Logos Hotel and wooden chalets /double occupancy/ : 475 EUR per person  
Included: comfortable accommodation in Logos Hotel or wooden chalets with buffet breakfast and dinner, local 
tax, outdoor activities conducted by professional adventure instructors on sport terrains and hiking trails; 
car/van/bus transportation Belgrade-Katici village-Belgrade; Single supplement : 160 EUR;  
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APPLICATION DEADLINE : 60 DAYS PRIOR ARRIVAL  
PANACOMP WONDERLAND TRAVEL SERBIA  


